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Part I. Introduction

The extent of literacy, or illiteracy, in the U.S. engenders considerable debate in public

arenas. As public awareness of literacy problems has increased, the concern of politicians and

legislators for unthreducated adults has been expressed in a number of positive ways. In

Philadelphia, for example, Mayor W. Wilson Goode recently (1984) established a Mayor's

Commission on Literacy designed to coordinate efforts of the ci tys adult literecy providers who

hare long recognized the need for coordination and financial support. While sufficient funding of

literacy efforts has failed to materialize in most quarters, some additiunal funding has become

available and literacy programs have proliferated.

Many of these programs are staffed with a limited number of professional eCucetors and

provide instruction through the help of volunteer tuturs from the local community. Because

they are so decentralized these programs are complicated to administer, yet at the same time

there is an increased need to be accountable to legislators and funders. Investment of time and

resolirces In the evaluation of literacy programs, and particularly the assessment of the impact

of those programs on adult leerners, is a critical area which has received inadequate attention.

Problems with current aseers-ment procedures derive from several sources. One prominent

concern is the transfer of models appropriate for the acquisition of literacy in children to adult

learners, with the result that adults who ere not proficient readers &A writers emerge as

needing "remedial" work. Adult learners are widely considered to have "deficits" that require

intensive prescriptions of skillwork to correct. In ciontrast to this orientation, a more holistic

and socio-culturai view of literacy and illiteracy would address adult needs in the broad context

of their use 6c-I practice in adult life. Rather than seeing literacy as en attribute of a person,

then, literacy-as-practice theories regard individual differences in relation to context and often

to the practices of different groups within tI'm larger society.

A socio-cultural view of literacy that incorporates concern for cognitive and technical

aspects of lite:acy development implies e very different approach to literacy assessment than is

currently in use. Tests that focus solely on the techniosl skills of reading address only a part of

the processes integral to becoming more literate in this society. The complexity and richness of

adult learners lives seem to demand the development of more holistic and grounded assessment

processes rather than the simplistic assumption of a one-dimensional learning continuum or

the implicit use of a deficit/remedial model. Assessment that provides the opportunity for

systematic study of what literacy means to different learners, what counts as literacy to
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different groups and individuals within this society, as well as what adult learners

bring to their interactions with print these and other concer- 6entral to our

uncrstanding of the development of literacy in adults and to the evaluetla, '9cy programs.

The primary purpose of this paper is to present results from the int , xi of a short

term longitudinal study of how instruction in literacy impacts on the F triults who

enrolled in a literacy program in Philadelphia The study, called the Adult Lite . Evaluation

Project (ALEP), was undertaken jointly by researchers at the Literacy Research Center of the

University of Pennsylvania and administrators and staff members of The Cent.P.' for Literacy

(CFL), a not-for-profit voiunteer literacy organization. The study repros ?its an unusual

collaboration between university researchers and agency staff membere who together designed

the study based in part on needs previously identified by the agency Itself. The research group

then worked to develop and implement a set of innovative literacy assessment procedures

appropriate for use with adults entering the CFL program and for assessing the program's

import on these adult learners over time. These procedures were also intended for use with

adults in other literacy programs and perhaps to have implications for learner-centered

assessment of stucL.nts in conventional school settings.

To provide a context for the findings from the initial assessment, this paper begins with a

fairly extensive review of the literature related tn literacy, adult literacy, and more

specifically adult literacy assessment. Much of the material described In this section functioned

as the reeding for a series of informal seminars in which the research group (one university

faculty member and two research assistants, seven administrators and staff members from the

literacy venter end several volunteers on the project) spent six months developing the initial

assessment procedures. The next section describes the methodoloei of the project and presents

the research questions that were generated from the process of colloboration. A fourth part

presents some fl_Nim from the initial assessment, and a final section is a discussion of the

project to date, in light of the broader theoretical questions that informed its design.
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Part IL Review of tha Literature

Perspectives on LiteracY

In comparing theoretical perspectives on literacy, some broad distinctions between two

divergent models proposed by Brien Street G984) are useful starting points. The "autonomous"

model assumes literacy may be considered a neutral and objective skill or set of skills,
independent of any specific social context or ideology. In presupposing an acceptance of the

cultural norms ur values of the dominant group in a society, the autonomous model, in Street's

view, seems allied with a notion of universal cognitive consequences for the acquisition of

literacy. The "Ideological" model, on the other hand, focuses on the social, political end

economic nature of literacy practices, which mey differ from group to group within a society as

well as from society to society. This modal challenws, rather than =pis, the status quo, and

argues that claims for the cognitive consequences of literacy rest on the valuing of particular

lilteracy conventions.

In the ideological model, it is assumed that all approaches to literacy are informed by

ideology, whether implicit or explicit. Rather than a polarized alternative, Street's ideological

modal is already a syntheais of the two tendsncies. As Street ( 1985) explains it:

...it approaches literacy quite explicitly from the point of view of its location
in ideological end cultural contexts but it does not attempt to deny technical, skill
or cognitive 8spects. Rather the mental set within which these aspects are handled
encapsulates them within the cultural whole and within structures of power,
resisting attempts to represent them as independent or "autonomous."

In Street's view, by abstracting the technological aspects from their cultural and ideological

location, advocates of:1r' autonomous view set up a polarity in which one assumes these aspects

can actually lya considred independently, with the 'cultural' bits added on later. Rejecting the

autonomous view entails recognition that neither approaches to literacy nor literacy practices

can be considered neutral or 'objective'. By contrast, the ideological model takes a more

anthropological view, focusing on the uses of reeding end writing and on their social, economic

and political meanings. Brazilian educator Paulo Freire, for example, argues that learning to

read and write is fundamentally a political act. For Freire (1983), "reading the world

precedes reeding the word, and reeding the word implies continually reading the world" (10).



Literacy, in Freire's view, involves interpreting and changing the existing sicial structures.

From the 'ideological' perspective, being literate means using knowledgeand experience to make

sense of the world, not just decoding or encoding a set of technical symbols.

When literacy is considered 'autonomously', es a neutral set of skills, it is often perceived

to carry with it individual benefits such as economic and social prosperity. This is one of the

assumptions behind the Adult Education Act of 1966, for example, which equates literacy with

better employment opportunities end thus with a more productive citizenry. Litereci ia seen

not as a right or an end in itself, but es a means to employment. And es Fingeret (1984) points

out, American literacy education policy is often predicated on an economic model in which

legislators expect a return for their investment (18).

It is not difficult to find flaws in the simple equation of literacy with prosperity. As

literacy levels rise, so do the nuns that govern what skills are needed and consequently, parole

may remain in the same relative position on the economic scale (Collins 1979 as cited in

Fingeret 1984, 18). The Bureau of Labor Statistics projects that most jobs available in the

next ten years will be in low-level service industries requiring few intellectual skills (Giroux

1984, 189). In looking at 19th century Canada, Oraff (1982) has labelled the link between

literacy and economic and social mobility as the literacy myth." Instead he sees this perception

as a way for society to argue for the socializing benefits of schooling, not the need to develop

intellectual and technical competencies for their intrinsic value. Although there may be a

relationship between literacy and economic opportunity, that link may be more complex than

much of the rhetoric associated with "autonomous" literacy acquisition would suggest.

In discussing Scribner and Cole's research among the Vai tribe of West Africa, 1-imth

(1980) describes literacy as "a culturally organized system of skills and values learned in

specific settings" (126). If there are disparate individual goals emd social practices in relation

literacy among the Vai, nne would assume that the same is true in the United States (Scribner

cid Cole 1981, 84). Szwed (1981) also challenges the theory of a universal literacy,

suggesting we look for a "plurality of literacies" that emerge from the different roles literacy

plays in the lives of individuals and communities (16). To study the social meanings of literacy,

we need to examine the roles literacy abilKies play in social life, the types of reading and

writing available for choice, as well as the contexts for their performance. Urging a functional

rather than a strictly developmental approach, Scribner and Cole (1981) argue that programs

in literacy mey not have uncovered the wide ranoe of aspirations and practices which give

writing [and reeding] value to different people (85).

Several studies of particular communities have shown that groups do differ widely in the
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functions and understood rewards of literacy (Heath 1980; Rethr,, Green, Sweeney, & Cohn

1983). Heath looked at literacy functions (what literacy can do for individuals) and uses (what

individuals can do with literacy skills) in specific communities, challenging popular

(autonomous) definitions. &re ergued that it is not necesary to teach a single, hierarchical set of

skills since "learners frequently possms and display in out-of-school contexts skills relevant to

using literacy which are not effectively exploited in school learning environments" (132). The

literacy Heath describes in a South Caroline working class community is characterized by a wide

array of functions and uses quite different from those emphasized in school, while the "major

benefits of reading and writing may not include such trattionally assigned rewards as social

mobility, job preparation, intellectual creativity, critical reasoning, and public information

acrzss" (132). Heath suggests expanding definitions and methods to include not only traditional

school-based skills but also the counterparts of these in out-of-school contexts.

Ow might conclude from community and cross-cultural studies that individuals can be

expected to vary greatly in their purposes for reading and writing, in the texts they choose to

reed and write, as well as in the contexts for the performance of reading and writing activities.

Literacy abilities, then, can not simply be ranked along a continuum from the unskilled to the

highly proficient, illiterate to literate, because of the many possible interactions of

reader/writer, text, purpose and context An individual's literacy profile might be better

conceptualized as a patchwork, a quilt in process, whose configuration is closely linked to

settings which are in turn characterized by specific opportunities and constraints. As Scribner

(1984) explains it, literacy then is not a feature or attribute of a person but is considered

'literacy-as-practice,' a ranee of activities that people engo in for a variety of purposes.

Intra- and inter-individual differences in literacy ability reflect context-of-use, so that any

individual's patchwork will be both unique and dynamic.
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Perspectives on Adult Literaci

Definino Literacv If one rejects a normative model of hterecy in favor of one reflecting

multiple social uses and meenings, it is obvious that defining literacy becomes extremely

problematic. Bormuth (1975) notes that "...there is no true cfinition of literacy. Rather,

eech definition must be designed for the purpose to which it is to be put, end itscorrectness may

be judged only in terms of how well it serves that purpose ( 70). The best definitions, at least in

terms of accurately reflecting the social and cultural nature of literacy, would be those that

( I ) emanate from individually defined goals and purposes, and (2) view literacy as a process,

not as a produt. As Fingeret ( 1984) explains, "to establish a national set of standards for a

concept that is relative in relation to time and culture will, to some extent, undermine efforts to

develop literacy programs that are appropriate to the varying needs of adults in their social

contexts" (9).

Hunter and Harman (1979) distinguish between conventional literacy and functional

literacy. Conventional literacy Is the "ability to read, vr.ite and comprehend texts on familiar

subjects and to understand whatever signs, labels, instructions, and directions are necessary to

get along in one's environment" (7). Functional literacy is

the possession of skills oarsthzilsmagoakaadjoirsamoganEmja to fulfill
their own self-determined objEctives es family and community members, citizens,
consumers, job-holders, and members of swill!, religtous, and other associations of their
choosing. This includes the ability to obtain information they went and to use that
information for their own and others' wall-being; the ebility to read and write adequately
to satisfy ftiaggiimaniltratforijmorlyiaas being important for their own lives;
the ability to deal positively with demands made on them by society; and the ability to solve
the problems they face In their daily lives (7-9).

While conventional literacy seems to fall within the boundries of an autonomous model,

functional literacy does not fit as neatly into the ideological perspective. Although Hunter and

Harman emphasize individuals' rigMs to decide for themselves, which falls within Street's

ideological model, other definitions of functional literacy (such as those that conceive of literacy

instruction as 'survival skills') appear to derive from normative views about what society

expects from individuals. An emphasis on survival skills may be linked to school programs

tracking special and remedial education students into classes where this focus effectively

provides a ceiling on student potential. In addition, teaching survival skills &es not account for

the fact that many if not most adults have access to social networks that help them 'survive'



outside of the tmt situation. Indeed, by not taking into account that people's goals may differ
from the prevailing social , political and economic norms, this view of functional literacy seems

to fall more within the autonomous model that aims to reproduce the dominant mainstream

culture. An individually based, learner-centered definition of functional literacy carries within

it its own contradictions, seeming to imply that acquisition of literacy will enable change in

ones environment and life. As Hunter and Harman (1979) point out, learning reaeing end

writing will not necessarily enable adults who are presently excluded from the many benefits of

society to better their own lives.

Definitions of literacy seem to carry implicit notions of ownership and control , and thus

are politically and ideologically charged. Cervero (1985) rejettts the need for a common

definition of literacy, claiming that such an effort would result in "...a clash of competing value

positions, ideologies and power structures." The winners would be those who "wish to reproduce

the existing social distribution of knowledge" and thus the question is not whether we need a

common definition, but rather whose needs such a definition would serve (9).

Characteristics of Adult Illiterates The U.S. Census Bureau provides a rams of statistics

identifying illiterate adults in terms of ow, grade level completed, employment, ethnicity and

economic status and ethnicity (see Rader 1985 for a summary of recent census data). Leerning

more in detail about illiterate adults is difficult, however,, particularly if they are viewed as

individuals and not lumped into one homogenous mass. Hunter and Harman (1979) caution:

Thoseof us who prepare studies about disadvantaged people run the risk of perpetuating
stereotypes. We tend to simplify complex lives into cases to be analyzed, or problems
that need solutions, or statistics to be studied This tendency, and our inability to
interpret with understanding the first-hand information that people give us about
their aspirations and their lives, are serious blind spots (55).

One of the most overused metaphors in the field of adult literacy is that of illiteracy as pathology

in which by extension illiterate adults are the diseased who need curing. In a recent study of

adults as learners, Fimeret (1983 ) concludes that illiterate adults do not necessarily fit the

stereotypes of dependency, weakness and failure put on them by the literate culture. Rather, the

adults she studied operate within complex social networks in which they are interdependent,

offering skills of their own in exchance for the literacy skills of others within their network.

Furthermore, Fingeret saw no muse] link between literacy and those adults who gjA see

themselves as dependent, having little to offer others. She concludes that illiterate adults are as

'Aried in interests, abilities and self-perceptions as literate ones ( 142). Reder's (1985)



studies of the spontaneous acquisition of literacy skills in minority communities makes a

similar argument. Informal community practices mey not actually teach "skills" but they

provide adults the opportunities to learn a great deal Etout specific uses of literacy (13).

The extremely high attrition rate of 50Z+ in U.S. literaw programs (Harman 1984, 32)

suggests that many of these programs nay not be congruent with whet we know about adult es

learners and thus fail to meet adults needs. In addition, Hunter (1985) attests to a "creaming"

process through which the majority of illiterate end low-literate adults simply choose never to

attend. "Gaps between the target population end their participation rates in adult education are

not closing. The poorest and least educated participate least in adult education" (Retr 1985,
10). Harman (1984) points out that adults are unlikely to remain in programs over a long

period of time and that tney are unlikely to be interested in texts that have little meaning in

their lives. Unlike children, they are free to leave if they don't see it as relevant or advancing

their goals (36).

In examining ram:4ns why adults choose not to participate or to drop out of adult education

programs, Crces (1983) cites three barriers to learning situational, institutional and

dispositional (98). The situational barriers, most often given as the problem, relate to specific

situations that adults face at a certain time ( i.e., lack of time due to family or job demands)

(100). Institutional barriers include program cost, poor location or schedule, or an
uninteresting course of study. Dispositional barriers an adult's self-perception and attitudes

about learning - are least often cited and the most difficult to pinpoint (107).

It is important to notice that Cross' analysis refers to adult education in general, and not

specifically to the illiterate or low-llterate adults, for whom dispositional barriers may be of

primary importance. The autonomous view of literacy, as Street (1984) has pointed out,

connects literacy witn cognitive consequeiras - the transformation of minds and the creation of

special cognitive abilities ((body and Watt 1968; Olson 1977). The resulting negstive view of

illiterate adults is often internalized by the adults themselves, thus "limiting their capacity for

change" (Eberle and Robinson 1980 as cited in Fingeret 1984,12). Adults in literacy programs

frequently mention the feeling of being stigmatized and the accompanying need to hide what they

do not know. Research that addresses this issue ts clearly needed, as well as data about the

retention and use of litermy among those who have completed educational programs.

Charecteristics of Adult Literacy Programs If adult illiterates do not constitute a

homogeneous group, then one would not expect to identify an 16331 program model. As Fingeret

(1984) explains, "The question confronting the adult literacy education community is not,
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'Which program model is better? or 'Which set of underlying assumptions is true?' Rather,,

educators must question which approech appears to meet the needs of which persons in

particular circumstances" (37).

The two main approaches to teaching adult literacy are the individually oriented and the

community oriented programs (Fingeret 1984). In individually oriented programs, literacy

(conceived es the teaching of reading skills) is the primary focus of instruction; the orientation

is to "mainstream" the adult into middle-class society. Though often located in the community,

such programs do not often become involved in the community's problems. They are, however,

"concerned about meeting the complex, interrelated needs of the individuals they serve" (20).

Beroi on America's historical concern with improving the circumstances of individuals through

education, most literacy programs in this country are individually oriented and reflect the

society's desire to give those that have failed in traditional schooling a "second chance."

According to Finwret, community oriented literacy programs are based on a different set of

values and assumptions. Starting with problems identified by members of the community,

literacy in these programs focuses on the community's culture end on empowerment, that is,

"increasing the ability of persons and groups to control their lives" (21). Contending that it is

the combination of services offered that make literacy programs effective community-oriented

programs offer employment counseling, childcare, drug counseling and other services.

Individually oriented programs also aim to empower adults; however,, by emphasing individual

development they differ in focus from community oriented programs which athocate collective

action for the improvement of conditions in the entire community (21).

Although these two types, as posited by Fingeret (1984), characterize broadly two

contrasting orientations of literacy programs, they fail to capture some of the subtle differences

that make one "individually oriented" agency dramatically different from another. Analysis of

single sites may help to identify some of these distinctions, and the Center for Literacy (the

focus for this reseach project) provides one example. According to Fingeret (1984) who

attributes the term to Mezirow, Darkenwald and Knox (1975), individually oriented programs

are involved in a "creaming operation" in which the agency attracts "those who are most similar

to the middle class adults who operate and teach in most of the programs" ( Fingeret, 1984). The

concept of crewing seems to be used by literaw workers in different ways, one to refer to a

process of natural 'self-selection' and the other to signal a deliberate effort by service

providers to attract a particular segment of the adult population needing help with literacy.

These latter efforts may be active, i.e., setting entry requirements for a literacy program with a

job training component, or passive, i.e., not enacting plans to seek out and attract those adults



whose life situations make it more difficult (or less likely) that they will come forward on their

awn to participate. Since CFL is already coping with a long waiting list of students and since they

have designed their program to deal with what is called the 0-4 literacy range, they do not feel

that they are "crewing" in the active sense.

A second distinction relates to the curriculum at CFL which has emanated from years of

experience working with those who have came to the program. Moving away from a preset

agenda or rigid use of prestructured reeding materials, tutoring and teaching at CFL are based on

the unique goals of individuals. At CFL, tutor training has begun to emphasize a broad view of

literacy that may have the indirect effect of expanding the adult learner's own expectations. A

third contrast with Fingeret's general characterization of individually oriented programs

relates to this idea of expanded expectations. CFL staff members do not see themselves as

"mainstreaming" if that term implies channeling students in directions that the adult leerners

themselves did not identify.

Some of the broad strokes of Fingeret's description, then, do not seem to apply to all

programs equally. But like other individuelly oriented programs, as Fingeret describes them

CFL does aim to help adults participate fully in their own environment which the staff ctfines in

unique terms far each adult learner. Evaluation of such programs is obviously prablemmatic

became standard reading measures do not capture adequately either the program's or the

individual's goals. To develoP assessment procedures congruent with various types of

individually oriented programs, then, a much greater diversity of approaches may be needed

then is currently available.



According to Bormuth (1975), for a definition of literacy to be of any use it must

represent "a detailed end explicit statement of the goals of a research, development, or

instructional program. . . "(72). Program goals and student amassment are alzu closely linked.

Programs need to decide on their ;Gals for students (or decide to build instruction around the

students' own goals) before they can decide what and how to assess learners (Koen , Musumeci ,

Weeks, & Capalbo 1985, 2). Unfortunately, for adult literacy providers who wish to define

individual assessment within a socia-cultural perspective, there are few evaluation alternatives

available.

The lack of alternatives may be traced, In part, from the 20th century history of the

reading field which hes strived to make reeding assessment appear scientific and "objective" by

relying on quantitative methods (Johnston 1984, 149). It also stems from adult literacy

programs' increased acceuntability to local, state and federal funding agencies. Student

testemoniels eid records of numbers served are re, longer sufficient. In the past twenty years

funding agencies and policy makers have begun demanding more quantifiable records of student

growth as a measure of program effectiveness (Cranney 1983, 419).

While Fingeret (1984) acknowledges that Hunter and Harman's definition of functional

literacy is "conceptually true to the relative nature of literacy," she finds it "impractical for

assessing the extent of literacy "(7). Fingeret sees a gap between "public quantitative" end

"private student-centered goals" (26). Because Hunter and Harman's definition allows

individuals to decide for themselves what counts as literacy and to set their own goals, it does not

ederees the public's need to measure literacy attainment in quantifiable terms. For example, a

student might count a gsin in feelings of self-worth es more important than a gain in reading and

writing skills per se, but such growth is not pessible to capture in numbers, nor is it asked for

by public funding agencies (Fingeret 1984, 26).

In a comprehensive survey of assessment in reading, Johnston (1984 ) describes two

divergent models of reading performance currently in use (157). The ability model is grounded

in Derwinian Avis about intelligence and focuses on stable abilities or traits which are

frequently described as deficits and thus not amenable to change. The learning model, in

contrast, is coneerned with states which depend on context or situation and are more responsive

to instruction. In studies of reading failure, the distinctices between good and poor readers

appear to be oriented to the ability model, thus attributing difficulty in reading to what Johnston

(1985) calls "proceesing limitetions and neurological factors" (154). An alternative,
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state-based theory would focus on learning strategies, the "hypotheses and methods used by

learners in different learning situations" (154). Failure to learn, in the learning model, may

be attributed to external, rather than internal factors, including the role of the teacher and the

educational environment.

With linkages to a medical diagnostic-prescriptive orientation, the trait model is widely

accepted. Serving institutional needs to classify learners in school, the trait model also informs

the design of instructional environments which mey contribute, however unintentionally, to

maintaining the cycle of failure. When reading is conceived of primarily as decoding (i.e.,

learning to discriminate between visual differences in print), instruction may naturally focus

on a set of discrete skills, teken apart from their context of function and use. Assuming that

reading Is primarily about processes of understanding and making meaning entails very

different instructional and assessment strategies.

Current Assesment Instruments

Commissioned in the early 1970s by the U.S. Office of Education, The Adult Performance

Level Study (APL) was based on the assumption that "functional competency is directly related

in a mathematical sense to success in adult life" (Northcutt 1975, 3). APL's definition of

functional competence has been widely accepted at the national level and is also responsible for

the most widely cited measure of illiteracy, the fivre of 23 million Americans (Fingeret 1984,
8).

APL bases functional competence on three criteria: income level, educaticl level, end

occupational status, thus producing three APL levels from adults who function with difficulty to

those who are considered proficient. This approach hes come under heavy criticism. Because of

its Inherent but unacknowledged value system (Oriffith and Cervero 1977), the approach

perpetuates the status quo. Ths authors assume a normative definition of functional literacy in

which they attempt to set standards for society as a whole rather than looking at specific

contexts ( Kazemek 1985, 25). As mentioned earlier, applying national standards to a relative

concept can detract from efforts to mold adult literecy programs to fit the specific goals of adults

in varying contexts (Fingeret 1984, 9). The design of the APL study , as Kirsch and Outhrie

(1977-78) note, is such that a substantial pert of the adult population will always be defined

as marginally competent or functionally incompetent. The harshest critique, however, claims

that the study falls to confront moral and ethical issues:

12
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By failing to deal with the morel and ethical aspects of adult literacy --indeed, by
ignoring such aspects -- and by attempting to describe a value-neutral situation, the
APL authors actually prescribe a form of litere-...y education which is designed to bolster
and perpetuate often unjust social situations (Kazemek 1985, 27).

Linking the APL approach to an autonomous model of literacy and to the more reductive examples

of functional literacy thus seems warranted.

In addition to the APL approach, there are a number of standardized tests that purport to

measure functional litertry. The Test of Adult Basic Education (TABE) and the Adult Basic

Learning Examination (ABLE) are often cited as the two assessment instruments most frequently

used. The TABE is The California Test of Basic Skills rewritten in adult language. Often given as

a pre/post test, it is designed to test vocabulary and comprehension and takes about 40 minutes

to administer. Not intended for diagnostic use, the ABLE is an achievement test designed for

pre/post instructional evaluation. Administered in 65 minutes, the ABLE contains an auditory

assessment of vocabulary and a reeding comprehension section with sentences and paragraphs. A

reading grade score is given, although the publisher warns that the score "may tend to

underestimate functional literacy of adults" (Karlsen, Mackien & archer 1967, 31). A third

standsrdized test is the READ (Reading Evaluation Adult Diagnosis). In a review of Literacy

Volunteers of America's 1982 revision of the READ, Fox and Fingeret (1984) describe its

orientation as subskill-based with the possibility of yielding diagnostic information, although

instructional levels are difficult to interpret. This test focuses on the identification of sight

words and on phonics subskills.

Although the problems with grade levels as indicators of adult performance end progress

are well-established, their use in the field of adult literacy is surprisingly pervasive. As

Bormuth (1975) points out in his critique of using grade levels to indicate the population's

overall proficiency, grade level scores do not tell us what kinds of reel-world reeding tasks a

person can perform (63). Orade completion is a similarly inadequate criterion. The use of

gra& levels to describe degrees of text difficulty is even more problemmatic (see recent

criticisms of readability formulae in technical reports of the University of Illinois' Center for

the Study of Reeding).

Agencies that targat their literacy instruction to illiterate and low-literate adults (those

whose "reading levels" are designated 0-4) have the fewest choices among the current

alternatives. The Center for Literacy, where this study is being conducted, formerly used the
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Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT). Although the test itrludes letter recognition, reading

words, spelling and arithmetic, the reading words ere often used independently for quick

screening. This section consists of 74 words arranged in order of increasing difficulty. The

student is to pronounce or attempt to pronounce as many words as possible, following the given

sequence. A raw score is given, which converts into K-1 to 13.7 grade level. Although the

authors discuss issues of validity, reliability, norming and score interpretation in the test,

reading is defined as "the process of transcoding a series of visual-kinesthetic wmbols into

vocal or subvocal sound sequences" (Jastak and Jest* 1978, 65). In addition, although grade

levels are given, the manual focuses on the diagnosis of reeding impairment or disability.

Studies Usino Qualitative Methais

In using qualitative methods that take into account an individual's experiences, strategies,

and uses for literacy, some researchers and practitioners are rejecting the normed,

standardized tests that are in current use. For those interested in more socially oriented and

leerner -centered methods of assessment, there are several studies that point in new directions.

A one-year longitudinal study by Borman (1981) centered on assessing studante skill levels

in reading and writing but also looked at general areas of student progress, including effective

and other len quentifiable components of learning. Conducted after a large-scale literacy

campaign in the United Kingtm, the sttxty leaked at a nationally representative sample of adult

learners (n=1,263) early in their literacy instruction. The study was designed, in part, to

devise a method for assessing degree of progress made in the course of one teaching year.

Although it emphasizes studmt-defined functional literacy needs, the use of "authentic"

materiels, and includes writing as well as reeding, this study dependedon Zutor and student use

of checklists to describe literacy activities rather than on more open-ended questions. On the

basis of the initial survey, learners were grouped into four levels of reading and four levels of

writing attainment, though the distinctions among these groups were not clear-cut. The

follow-up survey used two different tests, depending on the learner's initial performance.

Gorman concluded that the majority of students were making progress and they and their tutors

were satisfied with the outcomes to date. While it was easy to establish changes between the

surveys, it was more difficult, however, to attribute these changes directly to the program.

To develop a clearer picture of adults attending literacy programs, Taylor, Wade, Jackson,

Blum & (bold (1980) used a minimally structured interview with 17 participants in six

programs in Washington, D.C. Researchers were interested in learners' goals, in their

motivation for attending and remaining in literacy programs, in the importance of reading in



their lives, in their awareness of factors influencing their reading problem and their progress
in their program, and in their coping strategies for dealing with reading tasks that were beyond
their level. Among the most interesting findings were the "overwhelming testimony for the
importance of affective aspects in schooling" (72) and the distinction between two general
patterns in students' perceptions of reading: those who regarded reading as decoding proficiency
( including those who said they had no reading problem but had difficulty understanding concepts

and ideas expressed in print) and those who linked decoding with understanding. The students'

goals were grouped as specific but broadly based (e.g., (3ED plus other reasons) or specific but
narrow (e.g., read to get GED only); a third category included students with no stated goals or
goals that were ill-defined. In this latter category were students who thought reading wes

"Important" but didn't relate It to their own lives. Trying to link broad or narrow goals with
independent reading was difficult, possibly because the interviewers did not probe sufficiently
or because reading may be correlated not just with goals but with ability (74). A surprising
outcome, wording to the authors, was the minimal need for reading in participants' lives. "A
picture of a print-poor and purpose-poor written language environment" (74) emerged with
few incidences of job-related literacy requirements, in contrast with frequent mention of
face-to-face communication and what Fingeret would call "social networks" that substitute for
the need to read and write notes or mestages. The authors conclude that sinte the tmvir.nnment

seems to require minimal uses of the written word, the curriculum should have the goals of
brosdening "students' awareness of the role of written language in life and society" (75).
Helping students to achieve more clarity in their own goals and , when appropriate, to broatn
their focus for instruction, would seem to be important aspects of literacy programs.

Using a combination of quantitative end qualitative methods, Darkenwald and Valentine
(1985) did a longitudinal study of the effects of participation in adult literacy programs. In
addition to the acquisition of besic academic skills, they looked at the meaning of literacy in
students' lives in relation to empleymen. , family life and personal growth. Relying on telephone

interviews, Darkenwild and Valentine's overall findings indicate many positive benefits from
participation in programs. Interestingly, when asked for the "single most important benefit of
participation," almost half the students gave affective reasons. Most tests, of course, ignore

such unquantifiable aspects of education.

In an effort to get at sOMI3 of the more elusive, metecognitive aspects ofbecoming literate,
Oembrell and Heathington (1981) compered adult 'good readers' (college juniors) with 'disabled
readers' who were studen:s in a literacy program. Defining metecognition es "general knowledp

that guides the reader in the selection and implementation of reading strategies," (216) they



used a questionnaire to study leerier's' awareness of motivation, prior knowledge and text

structure in relation to reeding ability. Both good and poor readers were aware of the

importance of motivation and prior knowledge in reading, but good readers had better

understanding of text structure. Their most striking finding, however, was the poor readers'

lack of awareness of readng strategiee and their perception of reading as a decoding process.

Although the results may reflect greeter ability of better readers to express what they know

about reeding, the authors suggest that results demonstrate a need to instruct adult literacy

sturivnts in the task and strategy dimensions of skillful reading.

Possibly some of the most striking work in metacognition is the study by Johnston (1985)

cbtailing three case studies of adult disabled readers. In rejecting a deficit or trait approach to

illiteracy, Johnston argues instead that an "individual's goals, motives, and situations should

play a much larger role in research Into reeding failure" (154). The use of case studies was

designed to concemtrate more holistically on the various "cognitive, affective, social and

personal" factors that played a role in the learners' reading histories(155). Rather than plwing

the blame on the learner,, the state or learning model suggests that the "source of reading

problems is a lack of strategies, inadequate strategies and inappropriate generalized strategies"

(154). Johnston's case descriptions of individual adult readers show the rich possibilities of

such analysis. One challenge for more wide wale asaement of adults in literacy programs

would be to develop procedures that would provide maximal opportunities for the demonstration

of the strategies that adults use and for adults to talk about the circumstances of their lives that

affect their literacy practices.

One source of theory compatible with these notions is the current literature on

scheme-theory. Supporting a view of literacy as socially construed (Fingeret 1984, 11),

schema theory posits reading as interactive, combining bottom-up and top-down approaches.

Reading is an active, constructive process in which readers knowleip and experience play key

roles. In assessing readers' use of reeding strategies, then, it would seem appropriate to select

texts that may be assumed to relate to adults' life experiences, instead of utilizing a set of

isolated subskills. Valentine (1985) suggests we analyze several environments (e.g. , workplace,

home, and community) in which the adult learner operates daily and use that as the core of the

instructional program. To describe these "literacy demands", Valentine urges the use of a

carefully constructed interview echedule or even better,, a continuous dialogue between learner

and teacher "in the spirit of collaborative planning" (8).

In addition to the importance of drewing on readers' prior knowlexte and experience,

reading researchers also emphasize the social nature of the transactions involved in reeding and

c



responding te a written text. In an article about reading in school settings, Bloome (1985)

describes reading as a process that involves social relations among people ( teacher and students,

authors and readers) as well as among groups. In these encounters, readers acquire and maintain

social positions and culturally appropriate ways of thinking, valuing and solving problems. For

the assessment end instruction of adults in nonschool settings, these aspects of reading es a social

process are critical dimensions to consider.

Conclusions

Even if more viable alternatives to assessment were readily available to program

implearienters, it is possible to embrace these procedures ln theory end still reject them on the

grounds that they are en inefficient usa of the program's limited time and dollar resources.

Johnston (1984) challenges the commonly held assumption that decreased time and financial

investment compensates for decreased quality and quantity of information. He argues instead

that programs can actually become more efficient by giving teachers a more fruitful handle on

instructional dilemmas (168-169).

Yet another argument for developing and using more qualitative and individualized

assessment methods is that assessment should be viewed as part of the teaching process. Using

Yygotsky's (1978) notion of the "zone of proximal development" and Feuerstein's (1979)

concept of "dynamic assessment," adults mey be challenged to do more than they initially

thought possible given a carefully structured, supportive environment. In such en encounter,

the "focus would be directly on the interface of assessment and instruction, the two becoming

pert of the one dynamic process" (Johnston 1984, 173). In this view a lengthier assessment

process would be seen as an inseparable and essential part of the whole rather than an additional

burden or interruption of the teaching process. Instructors [and, we would argte, adult

learners] need to have new models of how teaching and learning overlap and intersect (Fingeret

1984,43).

There is a new recognition that accepting the concept of reeding and writing as processes -
involving dynamic interchanges between learners and texts end learners and teachers and

literecy es varied and context-dependent, means that it 'is clearly insufficient to look onty at the

product when evaluating student growth. The process needs to be an integral part of any

evaluation procedure (Vacce and Sparks 1981; Hamilton and Barton 1985; Fingeret

Johnston 1984, 1985). Beyond that, to view adult learner participation and control as cen . .1 to

the learning process implies that adults should be encouraged to take a more active role in
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designing their own assessment. To assess the orocess in individuals and to do that as much as

possible in context, are significant challenges for researchers in adult literacy. The exploratory

study described here was designed to take some steps in those directions.



Part IU Design of the Adult Literacy Evaluation Project (ALEP)

Context of the Research

To address, and indeed to generate, the project's research questions, researchers from

the Literecy Research Center at the University of Pennsylvania are working collaboratively

with staff of The Center for Literacy ( CFL), a not-for-profit, voluntwr literacy organization

located in West Philadelphia with instructional sites throughout urban Philadelphia Targeting

its program for illiterate and low-literate adults, CFL is the larwst volunteer literacy agency

in Pennsylvania and the oldest and most visible in Philadelphia, where the establishment of a

Mayor's Commission on Literacy in 1984 has focused considerable public attention on the

problems of the citys Illiterate and low-literate population. CFL staff members train tutors not

only for their own program , but through the Mayor's Commission train staff for a variety of

other programs. In addition, CFL has written curriculum for use with volunteer tutors that is

used throughout the area.

Although the CFL program provides a model for others, CFL staff members were

extremely dissatisfied with their own efforts to ctvelop informative and theoretically based

assessment procedures. In a report written before the start of the project, Eno (1985) recounts

the history of experimentation with different procedures for assessment at CFL. Although initial

assessment varied some from site to site, it usually consisted of a student information form, a

graded word list and whatever else that particular CFL staff person thought was appropriate. Its

primary function Wb3 to determine if the student was reading below an eighth grade level, which

six years ago was the program cutoff . At that time, there was no standard ongoing assessment of

student progress. Occasionally stucbnts would ask to be assessed to ma if theywere reedy to go

on to a different program.

As staff became increasingly dissatisfied, various other procedures were tried and

several site coordinators decided to use the Reading Evaluation Adult Diagnosis (READ) test

published by Literacy Volunteers of America. Over the years, funding for CFL's program became

tighter and tighter, and thus it became increasingly important to document student and

program success. CFL staff decided to do this by documenting average rate of studsnt progress

(number of grade levels/time) and by collecting success stories in II* form of functional

literacy related achievements reported by the adult leerners. When ALEP began in January

1915, CFL was collecting personal data and literacy -related goals, scores on the Wide Range

Achievement Test graded word recognition list (to determine whether the adult read "below a

19
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sixth grade lever to qialify for the CFL program), and some information on word analysis and

sentence comprehension, using an adapted version of the Botel Reading Milestones Test. They hed

decided to use these procedures because (1) they were not difficult to administer (coordinators

are not reeding specialists) , (2) they were not too time-consuming,end (3) they were readily

evai table.

As Eno reports, however, many of the staff members were still very unhappy with

what they were doing and, perhaps more obviously, what they were not doing. Among the

problems that Eno mentions are the dependence on grade level as the primary descriptor of

student progress. To say that an adult reads et a 2.5 reading level is not very informative end

may be demeaning to adults, even when the coordinator explains that this number isn't

"meaningful.' Another problem was that all of these procedures except the discussions of goals

were test-like. The adult learners came to CFL with histories of failure, and these tests hed the

effect of conjuring up past diseppointments and inducing considerable stress (and es ALEP would

make clear later on, without yielding very much useful information for tutors). When these

procedures were repeated for ongoing evaluations, approximately every 50 hours of instruction

or every six months, they did not capture what the adults were actually reading and learning.

Thus the testing was anxiety-producing and not closely related to instruction; periodic

evaluation sessions became a disruption rather than integral to the learning experience. The

assessment procedures, and especially the WRAT I, began to seem increasingly inconsistent with

the evolving learner-centered definition of literacy at GFL.

Most important, Eno identified significant areas of literacy learning tie were left

totally untouched by the assessment. In their procedure, staft members never asked a student

to read and respond to a whole discourse nor to write, despite the fact thet tutor training

emphasized comprehension and composing. There were no measures of changss in attitudes

toward reading and writing, nor of the adult learners' ideas about what reading and writing

involved and what part they played in their lives. And finally, Eno reports that staff were

concerned they were actually reinforcing distorted notions that students (and some tutors) had

about what is involved in learning to reed and write, i.e., that reeding is sounding out words and

writing is handwriting.

As a site for the development and implementation of innovative literacy assessment

procedures, the Center for Literacy was obviously ideal. CFL staff members were conscious that

their organization was In the process of clangs such that discussion of conflicting ideologies

about literacy and literacy instruction were consictred appropriate, if not always comfortable,

parts of the process. Staff members were deeply involved in developing and field testing new
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curricular and training materials. As literacy providers, they had identified a clear need

within the agency's work to improve their practice with respect to evaluation. More impastant,

they were willing and anxious to collaborate in the design of the resesrch and to participate in

data collection end analysis. This factor is a critical dimension of the research methods that

evolved, because it became increasingly obvious that people without firsthand, and current,

experience working in this context with these adult learners could neither design appropriate

procedures nor administer them in en ecologically valid manner. And without access to current

research on assessment and without the support of a funded research project, such an inquiry

would have been beyond the resources of the agancy.

Qr2Ig3 of the Study

To study how developing literacy is manifested in the lives of illiterate and low-literate

adults who enroll in an adult literacy program in a major urban area, procedures were designed

for use with adults entering the program and for assessing their progress over time. The

asseasment prowlures represent local ( i.e., specific to one setting) concepts of adult learners,

yet they may be applicable for use with adults in other literacy programs and may have

implicetions for learner-centered assessment of students in conventional school settings.

Methods for data collection in this study consist of a two-hour interview (called the Initial

Planning Conference - the IPC) administered by the CFL coordinator or ALEP research assistant ,

a second two hour interview (called Planning Conference II - the PCII) conducted about six

months after entering the CFL program , as well as results of several related data sources (e.g.

termination interviews for adults leaving the program before six months; tutor interviews,

journals and questionnaires, as well as tutor retention data; and guidelines for interpreting the

IPC for tutors). Interviews were conducted at three of CFL's sites. Beyond the actual assessment

conferences ( IPC and PCI I) the additional data were gathered as project researchers identified

new questions and/or perceived a need to relate the newly developed ossessment procedures to

the ongoing instructional program of the apncy.

This paper will report on the development and findings from the Initial Planning

Conference; subsequent papers will report on the development of the PCI I , findings from the six

month assessment, es well es date from the other procedures brat grew out of the original

design.
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Development of the Initial Planning Conference

It is important to point out that the IPC was developed jointly by university

researchers and literacy practitioners (administrative staff, tutor trainers, site coordinators,

experienced tutors) with significant input from adults currently enrolled in the CFL program.

In addition to an extensive review of the literature and chscussion of the theory and practice of

assessment, the collaborative research group examined the history of evaluation at CFL and the

patterns of use of assessment procedures et other, similar organizations. The actual interview

was piloted with 10 CFL students in the summer of 1985 and extensively critiqued by 20

students enrolled in CFL who were participating in o literacy support group. The critique woo

provided in the form of responses to a sample videotaped IPC. Thus the IPC went through ten

major revisions over a period of six months.

In developing the IPC several essumotions were made about assessing adults entering a
literacy program: (1) adults usually come with goals or objectives in mind; (2) adults come

with concepts about what literacy is and what reading and writing consist of; (3) assessment

procedures embody and thus convey particular concepts about literacy; and (4) learners'

expectations about the processes and goals of learning and about their own competence in reading

and writing may be informed and even strongly influenced by what the literacy agency chooses to

test or assess.

Based on these assumptions and on theories of adult literacy assessment and reeding/writing
emanating from the literature, the procedure was designed with the following criterie (1)

assessment should reveal what the adult can do, not focus on deficits or problems; (2)
assessment of adult learners should be dynamic and recursive i.e, varied according to individual

differences that emerge during the interview and responsive to requesth for help or assistance;

and (3) assessment should provide information about the acquisition of reading and writing

abilities in relation to attitudes about literacy, social well-being and social networks,

community participation and employment. In other words, assessment should reflect a

socio-cultural and contextual view of hteracy rather than a more traditional yin of literacy as

a set of mental or psycLomotor skills that may be assessed out of their context of use. The IPC

was designed to make it likely that the adult learner would leave the evaluation encounter with

an enhanced view of literacy, not 8 more limited one. In fact, the assessment procedure is

currently conceived by the CFL staff as the first two hours of instruction in the program.
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Describirathe Initial Planning Conference ( IPC)

The Initial Planning Conference is a structured interview designed to elicit information

relevant to the adult's perceived needs and interests. It is divided into ten sections to be

administered over two hours.

The first three sectionakIPC Parts I. II and III) are designed to address the
question:

(1) Who comes for literacy instruction?

Answers to questions in these sections provide a description of the particular population

of adults who were seeking literacy instruction in an urban, volunteer tutoring program located

in Philadelphia. These sections contain factual date about the person's life circurnstcnces (e.g.,

ethnicity, marital status, dependents under 18 years, relevant health patterns, etc.), limited to

what current CFL students ( who critiqued a pilot version of the IPC ) felt would not be

considered too personal or sensitive. They also explore the adults' employment and educational

background and current status in order to understand the environments in which they use and

may need to use literacy skills. The employment section includes questions about the nature of

their current jobs, if employed, as well as any aspirations for other jobs and experiences with

volunteer work. These questions about volunteer work try to ascertain the nature and extent of

the individual's social networks and involvement in the community. In eddition, volunteer work

frequently provides opportunities for the application of literacy skills. The education section

invites the adult to talk about previous experiences in school, including other adult educational

programs, and also explores other non-formal aspects of their educational experiences e.g.,

whether the adult is currently involved in learning anything new ( besides reading and writing)

or whether the person is teaching anything to someone else.

Parts IV, VII, and VIII of the IPC ere designed to discover the reasons adults seek

literacy instruction, the role that literacy currently plays in different espects of their lives,

and their views of reeding and writing. More specifically, these sections are designed to address

the following questions:
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(2) Why do low-literate adults seek literacy Instruction? How do thesn adults
gxEctille acguWition er development of litoracy_skills to_ eftleat_the quality ef
their_liyint?

(3) Illipirate adults say that they can already do with reading and
writlnce

(4) What are their strategjes for coping with others' expectations that thev
read_and write?

(5) yikol_Wpag_ed_ggeg_g_Arintlijmg/Autituntipiligaligmfgrenalss of
in their environment? What do they actually usegtadigy_what purposes?.

(6) W e 1 -literate
't t it

as i Sf the .0 !1'!:4 of read ig_LAn

r fici JI iter?

To elicit information relevant to these questions, several sections focus on these issues

directly although no section confines itself to a single issue. Oiven the dynamic, recursive

nature of the IPC interview, the interviewee needs to relate the parts of the interview to each

other and to structure subsequent parts according to what was said previously.

Part Pi is called Awareness and Use of Print end is designed to discuss where each person is

actually doing some reading and writing, what kinds of print s/he is actually making use of in

particular public end home settings, end where s/he is having difficulty. This section provides a

general picture of how the person is functioning in en urban literate environment - what print

the person isaware of that s/he would like to use and what s/he has no interest in making use of

in specific contexts. This section also looks at what kind of supporting social networks the adult

may have that provide assistance in literacy tasks end/or sources of support for the adult

learner's own efforts. In particular, questions are addressed to the availability of print in the

home es well as the patterns of use, including materials reed by two or more people, reed out

loud, or written collaboratively. This section concludes with some questions about how learning

to reed and write better might change the person's life, including what probiems might be
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created by such changes. Finally, the adult is asked to anticipate what might csuse him/her to

drop out of the program.

Part VII , a survey of the learner's goals uses a checklist of possibilities derived from

goals articulated by previous participants in the program over the past 17 years. These goals

are divided into four categories: home and family-related, social, personal and job-related. For

each item adults indicate whether they can do that already, whether they want to work on that

now or later, or whether that item his no interest for them at all.

The next section (Part VIII) is called Perceptions of Reading and Writing and is desiened

to explore the learner's ideas about what is actually involved in the processes of reading and

writing, i.e., the metecognitive aspects of learning to read and write. Questions address whet

reading and writing are good for, what makes them difficult, what makes some people good

readers and writers, es well as how one might go about finding out how well someone reads or

writes. Other questions elicit strategies for dealing with problems encountered in reading, and

with underlying metaphors, attitudes, and/or misconceptions about learning languaw processes

such as optimal relationships between reeding and writing instruction.

Ports V and IX of the IPC are designed to ascertain the current reading and writing abilities

of this adult population. More specifically, these section acklress the following questions:

(7) how well do these adults reed end writ ?

(8) Whet strgtoilies do these adults usoii_dot with print? Flow du

thuse adults cone with difficulties in reading and writing?

Part V begins with spreading out on the table a wide array of "real world materials"

including the newspaper, Peoole and ski magezines, a driver's manual, a brochure on drugs, a

children's book etc. The interviewer asks the adult whether s/he thinks s/he can read any of

them or any parts of them. If the person says yes, the interviewer invites him/her to choose any

one, read a part of it (silently), and then talk about what was read. If the person says s/he

cannot reed any of the materials presented, the interviewer explores what the adult might be
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interested in reeding. Another section contains a series of reeding tasks including a very brief

check on recognition of numbers and letters (upper and lower case) , and recognition of words

by reading signs in photographs and by reading other words that most often appear singly but in

a meaningful context (e.g., open, danger,, no smoking).

Section V also presents a booklet of short texts written by students currently in the CFL

program. Staff members had collected texts written by CFL students and from these, five in a

range of genre, relevant content and reading difficulty were chosen for the IPC. The authenticity

of these passages (stories, poems, narrative descriptions, etc.) was verified when a group of

current CFL students met to critique a pilot version of the IPC. The 20 participants in a literacy

student support group reed the CFL texts cover-to-cover,, eseentielly refusing to continue the

critique session until they had absorbed every word. Apparently the writing had a vitality and

relevance this group of aduits could immediately identify with.

In the IPC, the adult is invited to read each selection silently and then discuss his/her

response guided by some open-ended questions. If the adult seems uncomfortable reading a

particuler text, the interviewer switches to a dual reading task and continues the same pattern

of discussion. If the texts have been read silently, the adult is then invited to choose one and read

it aloud. If the adult is extremely proficient with the CFL stuchmt-written texte, three additional

types of text are used: a short stc :; a feature story, a Deer Abby column and en op-ed piece

from a newspaper; and a selection from a history textbook used in some of CFL's advanced

classes.

The section on writing tasks ( Part IX) includes specific functional writing activities ( e.g.,

making shopping lists from newspaper inserts, copying phone messages, etc.) as well as

opportunities to write texts similar to the ones the interviewees have reed earlier (by other

CFL students).

Administration of the IPC

The three major concerns of the IPC - describing the adult Population: exploring their

attitudes,_grvious exPeriences. and interests with retard to literacv and literacy ipstructioni

are addressed in

the interview described above. The actual administration of the interview, however, does not

follow that order.

In piloting the IPC with current CFL students, several important Lonsiderations for

interviewing adults emerged. First, adults expect end seem to went to explain their reasons for

;1.1 II I LI L: s I. ;;;" joi , LI
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coming to the agency 'up front. An earlier version of the IPC postponed asking these questions

until many others had been addressed. The research group thought that this was a sensitive,

supportive strategy. CFL students interpreted this approach as articifically indirect and even

suspiciously circumlocutious. The adults also expected to be asked to 'read' in the first hour of

the interview. The original plan was to save the performance tasks until the end. This

constituted such a violation of the adults' expectations that the reading section was moved to the

first section.

Finally, it was clear that the rationale for such a long interview needed to be carefully

explained. By providing a preview of the entire interview process, the interviewee could

anticipate specific parts in relation to the whole. The first hour-long session ends with a

review of what has been done in the interview so far, with an opportunity for the adult to add or

ask questions, and then a preview of the second half of the IPC. At this point the adults are

invited to take with them the booklet of CFL stories that were used in the interview. Similarly,

the second hour session begins with a preview of the whole and ends with a review of the whole

es well es specifics of meeting with the students tutor. The actual administration of the IPC

proceeds as follows:

FIRST HOUR

I. General Information

(Preview, Name, Reasons for Coming to Program, Biographical Data)

II. Employment

III. Education

IV. Awareness and Use of Print

V. Reading Tasks

VI. Reflect Back / Forward View

agiNDA212B.

VII. Goals

VIII. Perceptions of Reading and Writing

IX. Writing Tasks

X. Reflect Beck/Forward View
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Summary of the I ffitial Plannino Conference

The Initial Planning Conference consists of a two-hour structured, dynamic interview

in which the adult learners are invited to describe and assess their own experiences, interests

and abilities with regard to literacy and to begin planning for their own learning. The process

is also designed to present literacy in its socio-cognitive and cultural context and perhaps to

broeden the adult learner's concepts about what is relevant to the acquisition of literacy abilities

in one's life. Emphasis is placed on expectations, on competence and prior knowledge, and on

actively bringing what a person already knows to the activity of learning something that is
partially new.

Data Collection after the Initial Plarmi Conference

Adults remaining in the CFL program after six months will be involved in a second

planning conference (Planning Conference II, referred to as PCI I) which will focus on some of

the same areas as the first but with opportunities to discuss specific experiences in the

program in relation to the learner's particular needs and expectations. Updates on educational

experiences and employment will be included The sections on awareness and use of print and

perceptions of reeding and writing will be repeated The same goal checklist will be
administered. Reeding tasks will reflect the adult's success in the IPC and will involve some

mlf-selected reeding as well as think-aloud reeding protocols, when appropriate for the adult

learner. Writing will include functional and expressive tasks and will be linked to the adult's

reading and to particular needs and interests.

While the adult is being interviewed with the PCII , the tutor will complete a

questionnaire designed to elicit parallel ( if not similar) assessments of the learner's and tutors'

experiences so far. In addition, tutor demographics and tutor retention patterns will be
collected, es well as a limited number of tutor journals and individual interviews with tutors
who have beep in Cfl's program for at least a year. Adult learners who drop out of the program

before six months will be interviewed by telephone. Additional funding is currently being sought

to extend the longitudinal assessment of adults in CFL's program , to adapt the IPC and PCI I for

agency use beyond ALEP , and to explore critical related issues of tutor selection, training end
retention.
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The second assessment will make it possible to ackiress =,steral additional research

questions.

(9) What do learners perceive/count as success in literacy programs?

(10) In what ways and to what decree does experience in a Hteracv oroaram
affect the pattern of adult l s' tic tioqii_ww_jim) social o ic and
political Processes?

(11) What ere the relationships between particular adult's needs and abilities
and Particular modes of Instruction? (I.e.. grow Instruction v.. one-to-one
littorlitoignmpatjeagjpga

(12) Do/how do different 83312551110111t Procedures affect adult learners and
learnino processes/outcomes?

(13) How should indivIdgORIAINALUTecv Programs assess their impact on
11.1 lt 1 I.!. la'. !i t.1 t iv 1

plav in overall firearm evaluation?
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Part IV. Finding,: from the Initial Assessment

The Adult Literaw Evaluation Project is a short-term longitudinal study of the impact

of literacy instruction on the lives of 76 adults who have enrolled in a hteracy program in

Philadelphia The assessment procedures represent an effort to design holistic,

learner-centered methods that embody an ideological perspective on literacy and thus are

responsive to the varied, contextual nature of literacy practises. At the same time, theGe

asseesments are designed to emphasize competence, process and use rather than deficiency, and

to explore the different roles that literacy plays in the lives of different people.

Data will be collected at least twice, once at the beginning of each adult's program and

again at six months. Preliminary results from the first assessment, the Initiel Planning

Conference (1PC), will be presented in this section. Additional analyses (not yet completed) of

these findings will involve (1) the construction of individual profiles for each adult to be

compared with their profiles from the second assessment, and (2) a search for patterns in the

group as a whole.

Summary of Preliminary Findinas

From our preliminary analysis of the first assessment, several findings are salient. In

comparison with the general population in the areas of Philadelphia used for this study, a

dispropertionate percentage of those coming for help with literacy are currently unemployed. Of

those employed , most hold lower status and lower paying jobs. Of those who are unemployed but

seeking work, most are looking for lower status, lower paying jobs as well. On the other hand,

when asked specifically about their aspirations, both employed and unemployed indicated an

interest in what the Philadelphia Planning Commission (1984) calls "white collar jobs." These

aspirations approach the actual employment patterns of the study neighborhoods. Another

interesting finding was that 27% of those coming to CFL were neither employed nor looking for

work et the present time. For those who were unemployed, the link they sew between literacy
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and employment focused on doing what is necessary to apply for a job rather than on literacy

skills essential for performance in the workplace. Those coming to ALEP have less formal

education than the general population of their ems of the city and only 10% have completed

high school. At least one in four of the adults interviewed was previously in some sort of special

education program, although this is probably an underestimate becausewe chose not to ask this

question directly.

The entire initial assessment procedure, however,, provides a rich picture of adults

with a wide variety of interests, needs and abilities. Although most do feel stigmatized and to

different degrees handicapped by their inadequacies in literacy, they have developed coping

strategies and social networks which make it possible for them to take on many personal, family

and community responsibilities. A third come with general goals (related to reeding and

writing) while the rest come with more specific purposes that emerge from their interests and

needs. Literacy to these adults seems key to interacting more fully with the world around them.

Frequent references to feelings about their own inadequacy attest to the importance of the

effective dimension of literacy for this population.

By emphasizing competence and use, the assessment procedure provided strong evidence

of literacy abilities that were surprising to many of those interviewed. Since adults who come to

literacy programs often bring with them histories of failure, this experience violated their

expectations. It invited them to focus on what they can and want to do rather than on their
problems end deficiencies. In maximizing their performance and exposing them to broeder

notions of literacy, the interview thus provided information for revising their self-perceptions

and expanding their concepts of what is relevant to learning. The findings also indicate that

almost all of these adults function in environments where they already participate in the active

use of print. Some are highly independent in the use of literacy while others depend upon their

social networks. For the most pert they were able to do more of the reeding tasks than either

they or the CFL staff anticipated. The writing tasks were, by contrast, quite uncomfortable for

mast of the group. They appeared less conficknt about writing than about reeding, perhaps

because the writing tasks required a kind of self-exposure that was more public than the
reading tasks.

The findings suggest that the adults interviewed bring what might be described as an

autonomous view of literacy. Most equate reeding with decoding and writing with spelling.
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Though they demonstrate strategies for coping with difficulties in reading and writing, their

individual repertoires are limited and often ineffective in dealing with the particular demands

of text and context. Enhancing their understanding of the metacognitive aspects of reading and

writing may be critical to achieving their goels. These adults have complex lives, and they

bring considerable relevant prior knowledge to the activity of learning. For instruction to be

congruent with this assessment, however, adults may need to expand their expectations about

what is involved in reeding and writing.

On the following pages, additional information from the preliminary analysis of theIPC is

presented. These findings are organized in relation to the questions the interview was designed

to assess For descriptions of the specific tasks related to each of these questions, see Part III.

Very few adults report coming to CFL for reasons other than their own initiative. As ore

woman put it, "My children are gone. Now it is time for me to work on it [literacy]." Another

said, "I've been thinking about it for a year and finally c4Dt up the courage to come. My brother

wants to come too, but he's waiting to see how I make out."

Among those interviewed are owners of small businesses employing several people,

factory workers, skilled tradespeople, those working in various service industries, unemployed

persons looking for jobs, and those who are not presently in the labor force (e.g. women who do

not work outside the home, retired persons and others). Using the U.S. census categories of

employed, unemployed and not in the labor force, the employment status of those in the study is

compared in Table 1 with the 1980 census data for the general population in the sections of

Philadelphia served by the CFL sites in the ALEP study (Philadelphia City Planning Commission

1984). The category of "Not in the Labor Force" includes students, housewives, retired people

and those "discouraged," i.e., not looking for work.
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ALEP CITY

Employed 45% 44%

Unemployed 28% 7%

Not in Labor Force 27% 49%

TABLE 1: Employment status of those interviewed end of general population in their areas of the

city.

rrom Table I it is clear that in comparison with the general population of these sections of the

city a disproportionately large percentege of unemployed persons came to the ;iteracy program.

Their principal reason for seeking literacy help is to fill in job applications and to get a job.

The percentege of those in the "not in the labor force" category is half of that for the general

population. It is not clear from the data collected why this segment of the population is

underrepresented. One might speculate that literaw is less of an issue in their lives.

The employed adults in this study hold lower status and mostly low paying jobs. The

unemployed indicate an interest in similar types of jobs. In the general population of these

sections of the city 56% of those employed work in "white collar" jobs and 44% in "blue

collar" (Philadelphia City Planning Commission 1984). Among those interviewed, 91% have

blue collar jobs and only 9% white caller. A majority (60%) of the unemployed said they were

actually looking for blue collar jobs and an additional 25% said theywere looking for anything.

Only 15% are currently looking for white collar jobs.

A different picture emerges regarding occupational aspirations. Forty-seven percent

of those employed and those unemployed aspire to white collar employment and 53% blue collar.

Such goals are manifested in their desire for further education (e., getting a OED, entering

trade school or receiving nurses training). Table 2 summarizes current jobor job search

status and occupational aspirations.
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Citv &tilts in ALEP Study

employed employed unemployed aspirations
current job desired job employed &

unemployed

White Cellar 56% 9% 15% 47%

Blue Collar 44% 91% 60% 53%

Anything 25%

TABLE 2: Employment status of population at large ( in sections used for ALEP) and job/job
search status and employment aspirations for those irterviewed.

The educational experienc2 of the adults interviewed is significantly less than that of

the general population. The median grade completed is nire compared to 11.5 for the general

pLpulation. Whereas 50% of the general population have completed grade twelve, only 10% have

done so among those seeking literacy help. Their years of formal schailing range from only two

or three to twelve, and at least 24% were in some sort of special education program.

The ethnic mix of the group studied also differs from the general population.

Seventy-nine percent of those coming to the literacy program are black tz compared to 48% in

the areas of the city where they live. Whites constitute 18% and Hispanics 3% of those

interviewed compared to 49% and 2% for the general population in those sections of the city.

From the above statistics it is clear that those coming to the literacy program

represent the lower socio-economic end edtwational segments of the general population. But that

does not mean that these adults fit the pervasive stereotype of the deficient, maladjusted

illiterate. Fingeret (1983) notes that illiterate adults are as varied in interests and abilities as

literate ones. Information collected about other aspects of the lives of those interviewed shows

that most assume many persmal, family and community responsibilities. Thirty-nine per cent

are presently or have been involved in volunteer work. Some help in neighborhood schools,

community programs or hospitals; others serve in religious organizations or work with

handicapped adults. One woman currently helps her neighbors with their mall since "they have
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reading and writing problems."

Nearly half of these adults are actively teaching Dr showing someone else how to oo

something, including helping their children with homework. They are training new employees

at their workplaces, teaching Sundsy School, and instructing neighborhood children in sports

such as boxing and basketball. Many (43%) are currently involved in learning something new

besides reading and writing. At their worksites some are leerning how to use computers. In the

places where they do volunteer work, they learn such things es the government regulations

concerned with Peed Start, while others are learning such things as music and poetry on their

OWL

For 50% of thoee interviewed this was their first experience with an adult education

program. Twenty-four percent had been in literacy programs before, including some who had

attended CFL. Seventeen percent had tried GED classes but found them toodifficult and were now

seeking more individual help with reading and writing so they can eventually get their OED.

Although only 5% report having been in job training Programs an additional 8% wanted to get

into job training but were unable to do so because of the literacy requirements.

(2) Whv do low-liter
jp_gactihiggglitysiggft

While most of the adults in this study live active, productive lives, many have told

how in one manner or another they hide their Inability to handle written material. Some tell of

avoiding situations where they might be expected to read and write and others describe how they

'fake - such as the man who regularly buys a newspaper but never reads it. In Johnston's

(1985) case studies of low-literate adults, the three men also used elaborate cooing strategies to

pass as skilled readers.

Others have expressed embarrassment at their lack of reading and writing skills. One

woman refused to accept a proffered booklet of student texts. After a pause she asked, "Does this

have the word "literacy" on it anywhere?" When the offending word was located in the
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orgsnization's logo on the title page, she proceeded to rip it off and only then agreed to teke the

booklet with her. In addition to feelings of embarrassment, many feel that they are a burden to

their friends and family because they always have to ask them for help.

The reasons adults quit adult education programs, according to Cross (1983), can be

grouped as situational, institutional, and dispositional. The decision to come to a literacy

program has not been eesy for the adults in ALEP. When asked what might make Lem stop or quit

the program, 28% gave situational reasons (sickness of family members, job schedules,

childcare), 5 % institutional reasons (program related such es lack of satisfaction with tutor,

course too fast, too hard or uninteresting) and 27,13 dispcsitional reasons (depression, lack of

progress in learning and embarrassment). In addition, 22% said they didn't have any idea and

17% said that nothing would make them quit or stop the program. Another insight into the

difficulty of their decision to come is reflected in the large number of people who contact the

agency about getting a tutor but fail to show up for the initial interview. Some weeks this is as

many as 50% of those contacted.

With only a few exceptions, all of those interviewed perceive literacy as providing

some access or entrance into the world around them. Some come withvery specific goals such as

getting a job. For others the interest in literacy is broad and general. Without literacy they

feel they cannot interact effectively with their environment and the people in it. In the case of

those looking for work, literacy is seer as necessary for filling in job applications or writing a

job resume. For those who want to learn a trade or skill, literacy is necessary for passing the

test to get into a job training program or mhool. The actual use of literacy skills on the job was

almost never mentioned, except by those already employed, 65% of whom expressed some kind

of difficulty with reeding end/or writing in their workplace.

For many, literacy is seen es a prerequisite to continuing with some sort of formal

education such as BED classes or nurses' training. Those who have children are finding that they

want to read to their children end help them with their school work. They also need literacy

skills to communicate with their childrens' teachers via notes and forms. Those who are
involved in religious organizations express the desire to reed the Bible, church bulletins and

take notes necessary in order for them to participate more fully.

In this study only three individuals reported comingbecause they were recommended

or encouraged to enroll in a literacy program: one by his employer, one by her grown children
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and the third through a drug rehabilitation program. The man whose employer of 19 yeers had

sent him stated repeatedly throughout the interview :Well, if it doesn't work out, at least I csn

tell my boss I tried." In looking for a free night to schedule tutoring, he found only one possible

opening and seemed reluctant to give that night up. His motivation, perhaps more external than

intrinsic, did not seem as strong as for others entering the program.

The specific reasons given by the adults for coming to CFL's program have been

categorized and listed in Table 3 along with the perientage of persons giving each reason. The

total percentage listed exceeds 100% becaum some people we more than one reason.

Reading ( in general) 33%

Employment 26%

Education 17%

Self-Improvement (better myself,

be like others) 16 X

Helping Children 13%

Specific Uses of Reathng and Writing ( checks,

driver's license, letters) 9%

Comprehension and Retention 4%

Spelling 4%

TABLE 3: Percentage of the adults interviewed citing each reason for coming to the CFL

program

When asked to say what they thought reeding was "good for", in general, more than half

stressed the importance of comprehension, communication anti learning about the world

Thirty-four percent of those interviewed sew reeding more in terms of survival, as in reeding

signs, knowing where you ere, or "functioning in life.° A third value seemed to be relating to

others, i.e., social acceptance, interpersonal communication and self-improvement.
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In terms of what writing is "goai for," communicating, and in particular writing

letters, was most often mentioned (64%). Writing for instrumental uses such as signing one's

name, sending money orders, and filling out checks, forms and applications was mentioned by

33%. Twenty-six percent cited expressive uses (writing your houghts) as important end 11%

saw writing as an aid to memorv. Twenty-three per-cent of those interviewed gave vegue

answers end in several cases equated writing with handwriting

When asked how learning to reed and write better would change their livw, more than

60% gave affective reesons. A majority (52%) responded with comments about increased

independerkm, self-esteem arvi self-conficbnce. Individuals remarked that they would "be able to

talk with others better" and would "be happier." An additional 102 made even stronger riaims

for literacy, making such statements as "Everything will be different" and "Ili be a new

person." Others saw more specific connections with literaw such as being able to get a job or, if
employed, getting a promotion. These findings parallel those of Darkenwald and Valentine

(1985), who report that a large percentage of the adults in their study also gave affective

reasons as the single most important ly 1-31'.%1 program participation.

oftiu sov that they con already do with raadinm and

writtna?

In setting goals for instruction, the IPC focused tiv adults' attention on what they can

alreadY do, what they want to work on, and what was not of interest to the-1. Of the appropriate

items on the list, all were marked by at least one )erson es something they were already able to

do. The two most often cited were reading and writing their own names end addresses and using

the phone book. Table 4 shows the items that more than 202 of the population reported they

could already do.
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Read and Write Own Name anci Mdress 89%

Use Phone Book 49%

Read Bills 45%

Read Labels, Signs, B illboards 41%

Write Checks and Money Orders 34%

Read Menus 24%

Read Help Wanted Ads 22%

TABLE 4: Percentage of adults interviewed reporting competence In specific tasks.

One of the most powerful findings from the IPC was how many adults' behaviors and

self-perceptions about their own literacy abilities seemed to change through the interview

process. Combining assessment with a supportive teaching environment seemed to enhance the

ability of the adults being interviewed, both to show more fully what they knew and also to learn

about themselves in the process, a finding similar to Johnston's ( 1985). Because the IPC was at

least initially designed to meet the needs of low-literate adults, those who had more advanced

reading and writing skins were often nonplussed by how well they did. Some who initially sew

themselves as "law literate" had a hard time fathoming that there actually are adults who

struggled with the IPC reeding and writing tasks. The IPC mve them a new perspective on their

own abilities as readers and writers. One man, who throughout the first half of the interview

called himself a non-reader, repeatedly asked If the program could help him and If he actually

was capable of learning. When he was eventually referred to a community college program

because his reading and writing skills were so advanced, he was at first incredulous. He left the

interview smiling broadly, however, remarking that he didn't realize he was such a capable

reader.

For those who ceme to the program with more limited literacy skills, the change in

perception was even more striking. Halfway through the interview one woman remarked,

"When I first came in I wondEred if you thought I was stupid. Now I feel O.K. about it" Another
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woman remarked before leaving, "I learned today that I can do it." Another woman who seemed

very tense initially, left with a big smile remarking, "I think I'm going to enjoy learning." One

of the more poignant examples is that of a man who refused to come except accompanied by his

friend who had agreed to tutor him. He grew increasingly vocal as the interview progressed and

soon sent his friend away, commenting that he would be all right on his own. At the end of the

interview he exclaimed, "Wait until I tell my friend what I can do."

read end write?

As with the three men in Johnston's (1985) case studies, the adults in the ALEP study

who had difficulty with reading and writing had also developed strategies for coping with this

limitation. One men commented that in restaurants he looks on the menu for words he

reocgnizes, such as beef, or he just orders something he is sure will de there. Another man who

is a short-order cook has learned to recegnize the waitresses shorthand for all the items on the

menu. One of the strategies the men in Johnston's study had developed was bypassing reeding and

writing whenever possible. This was also the case for several of the adults in the ALEP study who

made explicit statements about ways in which they avoid reading and writing.

Johnston notes that often these men were aided by family and friends who wanted to

help out. Many of the adults in the ALEP study also had a social network they could turn to for

help with reading and writing tasks. Many would take forms or applications homeso they could

get help in filling them out. As with Fingeret's (1983) study of the social networks of 43

illiterate adults, most seemed to have a few trusted friends or relatives frcfn whom they could

seek help. One woman often wrote letters lalving blanks for the words she didn't know. Later

she would have a neighbor help her fill in the blanks.

While some of the adults might fit Finwret's ( 1983) description of "cosmopolitan

illiterate adei.lts," others seemed to better match her perception of "local illiterate adults"

because of their- lifestyle and network composition (141). A "local illiterate adult" might be

exemplified by those who said that they stayed home for fear of getting lost and not finding their
way home egain because they couldn't Ned the signs.
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1.51WhalispLund_papsit_print_dgigm-jiterate adults indicate awareness of
1,1 1 and for what urooses?

In trying to come to a better understanding of the role print plays in the lives of these

respondents, the IPC asks questions about the adults' literacy environment. This was part of an
attempt to attend to the social context for literacy and to discover at least in a limited way the

functions and uses of literacy in their lives (Heath 1980).

In general, literacy was reported to play a pert in the activities of the home for 90%

of the adults Interviewed and Is the place where respondents do the mast reading and writing .

Only a few individuals were like the person who lives alone and stated the only texts in his home

were materials from his last tutor that remain stored away in a box. The majority reported

having numerous kinds of printed material in their home and living with others who read and

write. One woman described how her husband sits and reads by the hour. Among the materials

most frequently raid were the newspaper (40%), mail ( including bills) (31%), books (21%),

the Bible (16%), magazines (14%) and miscellaneous references to everything from poetry to

the dictionary. Sixty-one percent mentioned some sort of writing that they themselves do at

home. This included checks and money orders (23%), letters (23%), lists (18%), practice
activities such as handwriting and copying (16%), and notes and messages (14%).

Sixty-eight percent talked about literacy in use outside of their home as well. They

reported doing such things as reading signs and labels and filling in forms in such diverse places

as on the job, in the supermarket, homes of friends and relatives, service agencies and in the
street. Several reported even using a computer to log attendance and monitor inventory.

Employment related writing accounts for 91% of all writing mentioned outside the home.

(6) What are low-literate adults perceptions of the Processes of militia and
wain and whet it moon to be a proficient reader and writer?

In 'assessing these edults' ideas about reading and writing, two data sources were used:

1) their self-appraisals of reading end writing problems, and 2) respenses to questions on
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metacognitive aspects of reading and writing. In analyzing their own reading and writing

problems, the majority of adults (70%) could be classified as those who saw reading primarily

es decoding. Eighteen percent of the edults interviewed ( including 9% who mentioned demding

first) saw reeding es comprehension (similar to Taylor et al. 1980). Some 13% had no ideas

and the remainder (8%) said no problem and/or gave a physical muse. Those who saw reading

as decoding gave answers in terms of problems with words such es "the big words,"

"pronouncing the words," or "breaking down the words." Those in the comprehension category

talked in terms of having trouble understanding texts.

The self-assessment of writing problems paralleled those of reeding. Most

emphasized the technical end non-meaning aspects of writing as important. Fifty percent

considered spelling their major problem with writing. Writing was equated with handwriting by

16%. Others said that they had no problem with writing, meaning their handwriting. Only SZ

focused on the comitive aspects of their writing problems.

In identifying their own problems with reeding and writing, then, the ALEP group

responses follow similar. patterns. Likewise, their perceptions of what it takes to be a good

reader paralleled what they perceived makes a good writer. Twelve percent cited communication

of ideas as most important in writing, just as 9% mentioned the need for comprehension in

reading. Twenty-two percent cited spelling as the most important aspect of writing and 34%

said that good reeders needed to know the technical aspects of rarling generally connected with

(Seceding. Only 13% mentioned a connection between being a good reader and being a good writer.

Other responses for writing indicated a wide variety of items such as penmanship, the alphabet,

grammar and word choices. Thirteen percent of the respondents said that they didn't know. In

terms of reeding other responses focused mainly on attitude, vocabulary and prectice.

When asked how someone can become a good reader, 47% of the adults In the ALEP

study said that practice was the key ingredient. Twenty-two percent gave attitudinal reasons

such as, "they put their mind to it," "they want to do it," "like to reed," end "study." Innate

ability or intelligence was mentioned by only a few. Eight percent said they didn't know. The

focus on practice and persistence (attitude) is also reflect& in the Gembrell and Heathington

(1981) study in which both the good and poor readers saw motivation and interest es important

aspects of reading (220).

As with reading, the majority considered practice necessary to becoming a good writer.
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Copitive responses (i.e., having ideas and understanding) were mentioned by 10% of the adults

in the study. Ten percent said spelling was important. The other responses covered eleven

categories, including such things as natural ability, education, attitude, and handwriting. Eight

percent said they didn't know.

Those interviewed were also asked why good readers sometimes have difficulty

reeding. One third of the responses focused on not knowing the words (either themeaning or the

pronunciation). For the 20% who said they didn't know why that would be so, they may have

equated reading with decoding. Some of the other reasons included retention, attitude, practice,

and physical problems such as poor eyesight.

A similar question was asked regarding writers. Technical responaes in which

writing was viewed as decoding (e.g., spelling and phonics) were most frequently given.

Twenty-two percent qave meening-related responses such es not being able to think of idees or

having difficulty selecting the right words. Attitudinal responses (e.g., "tired of it," "don't like

to write," "Not satisfied with what they write") were given by 16% of the respondents.

(7) How well do Mese Wrens read and wrlto2

One of the most interesting findings from tho initial assessment was the staffs

surprise at the adults general performance on the reading tasks. In the planning sessions CFL

staff had freuently commented that the reweing texts would be difficult for most people. In

actuality, neer)), half (47X) of thew interviewed had little or no difficulty understanding the

student-authored texts. After the first 42 interviews were cempleted the research group

decided to add several more advanced reeding tasks as well. Of the remaining 34 adults

interviewed, 44% used at least some portion of the more difficult texts. On the other end of the

spectrum, 28% of those interviewed could not reed any of the text by themselves.

Several explanations might account for the discrepancy between the CFL staffs

perceptions and the actual performer= of these adults. The IPC's integration of assessment and

instruction is likely to have been one factor in the adults' relative success. Johnston (1984)
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claims that the teaching/helping model challenges the learners to exceed their own limits, while
also providing a supportive environment. The reading tasks also had ecological validity in that
they were similar to real reading tasks and situations (Johnston 1984, 169). They were based

on reading materials that drew on the adults' prior knowledge and conceptions about print. And

as Anderson (1981) has pointed out, "test materials unrelated to the examinees' past experience,

or lacking cultural or social significance, often significantly mask ability" (9).
The IPC also stood in direct contrast to the WRAT, which was the instrument the staff

had previously been using for initial assessment. One staff member commented in retrospect,

"Students interviewed with the IPC would say, 'I did better than I thought I would.' They never
said that with the WRAT. Instead they would say, 'Oh, these words I don't know.'"

Three quarters of those coming to the program made no errors at all with the letter
and number recognition sections of the IPC. Only one person had extreme difficulty with the
letters (recognizing 8 out of 30), but hal no problem with the numbers. All the others made
fewer than four errors.

The reading task that utilized pictures of signs was administered so that the adults

could chmse which items they wanted to read for the interviewer. The results indicated that in
general the more accurate readers attempted orally more items and those who attempted fewer
items were also less accurate (see Appendix D). Thus both groups had a good idea of what they

could do and the more ospab le readers had a somewhat better sense.

The most capable readers found the reading task using the pictures to be "juvenile."

Une woman commented on finishing it, "Thatwas the most stupid thing I ever did." Less capable

readers found the task interesting and rewarding for they could ctmonstrate what they felt they
could do. One man in the middle of reading a menu in a picture of a snack stand at the zoo stopped

and commented, "I don't know how come I can read this tonight. Usually I'm not able to."

The "Real World" reading materials task provided another opportunity for adults to
pick what they felt they could read and demonstrate how they could handle the material. Nearly
half ( 49Z) demonstrated that they could read some of the materials and comprehend them
reasonably well. On the other hand, those who read with difficulty were generally mt able to
select accurately what they might or might not be able to read. One man picked a page with
pictures of people and tried to read the osptions only to discover that they were mostly names,
none of which he knew nor could rmd.
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The CFL-authored reading texts were attempted by 75% of the adults in the study. The

interviewer reed the texts aloud for the others so that each one could be discussed. One third cr

those reading the texts for themselves were Judged from their discussion after each text to have

grasped the meaning of all five texts. The remaining two-thirds had difficulty comprehending

one or more of the texts. In general, the adults in this study had strong emotional and critical

reactions to several of the texts, clearly indicating that they were comprehending what was on

the page and connecting it to their prior experience and knowledge. Despite the preoccupation

with deccZing that other parts of the IPC would suggest, the adults responded to these texts in an

active and meaning-centered manner.

Of the 44% who seemed capable of reading the more advanced material, 21% were

able to reed and comprehend these texts quite adequately. Fifteen percent tried all of the texts

but were able to do only about half of them. Sixty-two per cent triedone or two of the texts but

found them too difficult. Althotbgh this would seem to indicate the need for additional texts

between the CFL-authored and advanced reading selections, some interviewers varied the order

of presentation of the advanced texts so that determining the relative difficulty of these texts

would require additional study.

Writing posed considerably more difficulty for people than did the reeling tasks. All

but 13% were able to make a shopping list from a newspaper flier that was clear enough for use

by another person. The intent of the phone message dictation was for the adult to write down only

the necessary information for later recall, but more then halt tepied the message word for word

and others rephrased it but without reducing it. The free writing task was attempted by 88% of

the population.These adults wrote either short, functional texts or longer, mare upressive

pieces. The first category included adiresses, lists, wortt, ne,es end messages. The second group

included narratives, poems and expository pieces. The most anyone wrote in the free writing

task was a letter of 103 words. Some adultiwiec may lble to do something simply said

they couldn't write. Others started and wrote a few .4,,ort4. ,d gave up. In general, the writing

ability as demonstrated in these few tasks seers to Lerrespond with reeding ability on the ALEP

tasks, with the more capable readers writing more confidently end the less capable readers

having more difficulty.
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(8) What strateqies do these adults use in dealing with print? How do these
adults co with difficulti in readine_and writi 9

In the way it reveals reading and writing strategies of adults in the ALEP study, the

IPC is congruent with a state or learning model of reading (Johnston 1984, 1985). Instead of

labeling the adults as deficient, this view holds that adults use various strategies in dealing with

print. Throughout the reeding tasks the interviewers were able to observe the adults using

strategies to cope with reading difficulties. At times the adults themselves described what they

were doing. Several questions in the interview also asked about how they handle such problems.

Strategies mentioned included guessing, trial and error, 'pick and choose, 'keep trying' and

'keep moving.' Some mentioned relying on specific decoding strategies, while others relied

more on comprehension or meaning-related methods.

Most of the reading problems mentioned concerned decoding words. Oenerally these

adults try to "figure out the word" in one way or another. The various decoding techniques

mentioned or demonstrated represent a wide array: spelling the word repeatedly, substituting

words that start with the same sound(s) until one makes sense, trying to pronounce syllable by

syilable, and looking for a word within the larger word and then building on that.

If their decoding strategies do not work the majority stated that they skip the word.

But some people are more persistent than others in trying to decade it. Only a few persons

mentioned that they go on and sometimes can get the word from the context. Others said they

turn to a dictionary or someone else for help. After having "reed" a text, many reported have

difficulty remembering or understanding what they had read. The most common strategy in such

GezJ;4 is to resort to rereading. But one men, vhen he came to a word he didn't know while

reading a text reasonably well, just quit and said he couldn't reed the rest.

Whtc adults in the Oembrell and Heathington (1981) study were asked, "What cb you

do when you .;:krit kni.,s4 a word?" the gocd readers all described a strategy,, but approximately

one third of ',hie poor reeders could not think of any or were unaware of what strategies they

uj. ,n txwitrfsst, ra-e) of the adults in the ALEP stuoy ova 6-1"1 don't know" in response to this

question l3X reported asking someone for help as their first strategy. Instead they

revealed a relics of metacognitive strategies, although some of them (e.g., guessing, relying

heavily on phonics, avoidance) were not particularly helpful. What is salient here, however, is
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that these adults report monitoring (i.e., being aware) when they do not understand and having

. some, albeit limited repertoire of methods for coping with these difficulties.



Part V. Discussion

Last year before the ALEP project began, one of the CFL site coordinators tested a

20-year-old woman who appeared to be retarded. Although her score on the WRAT put her on

the sixth grade level, the coordinator was reluctant to place her, so she remained on the weitino

list. This fall the woman's mother cotacted CFL and begged the site coordinator to test her
daughter again. Although she was working at a sheltered workshop and had a tested IC of 44-77,

her mother described her as a good learner. As a "favor ," the CFL staff member dezided to give

her the IPC.

When she came for the interview, the young woman walked and responded very

slowly. But the CFL coordientor was surprised at her answers, which she found more emotional,

intelligent, and sophisticated than almost anyone she had ever interviewed. Once during the

interview the coordinator yawned, and immediately theyoung women began rocking and giving "I

don't know" responses, while looking like she was about to cry. The coordinator excused herself

to get a drink of water, and when she returned to the interview, she explained to the young

women that she was just tired. Laughing and seeming relieved, the woman once again began

giving more elaborated responses, talking about her own writing and other concerns.

By the end of the interview, the site coordinator had decided to tutor Ivar herself.

As they have worked together, the coordinator finds that she never has to explain anything mare

than once. At one point, she reported that "the more I tutor her, the less her behavior conforms

to the stereotype." The woman wrote en essay during one session that spoke of her loneliness and

desire to meet other people. At first reluctant or unable to express opinions about whet she

read, she has begun to talk more openly. Once she commented, "Nobody ever asked me anything."

The site coordinator says she finds it challenging to work with someone "on a

higher level," and reports that "she always surprises herself with the things she can do. And she

always surprises k" In fact, ths CFL staffer says, "she doesn't seem like the same person."

More recently, she reported that the young woman had been retested for her IQ. The tester told

the CFL staffer "There's no wey she's retarded."

As mentioned earlier, the IPC is designed to explore learners' current strengths

and individual interests rather than focus on deficits or etiology. Many of the adults in this

study seemed to emercr from the IPC with enhanced views of their own competence and in some
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cases more aeceurate information about their needs relative to others who seek literacy

instruction. Yet the interview process also surprises many people, some who anticipate

conventional testing procedures that focus on words and sentences in isolation. "What do you

mean I have to reed?" one woman asked. "What kind of a program ie this?" Another person

lectured the interviewer about how she should be tested. To be respectful of and responsive to

peeples different views of "what counts as success" while providing a broad view of literacy

mey be a challenging endeavor. A movement toward learner ownership of the processes of

learning and evaluating that learning - needs to take into eccount tint adults' experiences with,

and hence their expectations about, literacy have been constructed largely by their prior
education. Learning literacy in school has more often meant a bottom-up, skills orienthtion

than the holistic, collaborative, dynamic and learner-centered approach implied bY the

assumption of en ideological stance.

CFL staff members feel that the 1PC is likely to have a positive effect on student

retention, which has been a serious problem during the first few months of the program. With

the IPC, interviewers feel the learners frm a closer initial relationship with the agency end

acquire a better understanding of whet's involved in reeding and writing. The reduction in

anxiety provides a better start. As most =tilts find out that they can read and write more than

they thought they could, they begin to see themselves immediately as readers end writers. And

asking direct questions about reasons for quitting may help adults to anticipate problems before

they occur.

Because the 1PC tends to maximize adult performance, various decisions neeft to

be made at CFL about referral and placement. The discrepancy between the WRAT and the IPC is

illustrated by one woman who enrolled in CFCs program , having qualified on the basis of her low

score en the WRAT. Although she was given a tutor, she quit the program after her tutor quit,

but returned a year later, wanting to work with another tutor. Not realizing at first that the

woman has been in the program previously, the coordinator gave her the IPC and decided shewas

too advanced for CFL's program. A director of a service agency, the woman had successfully read

the more advanced texts and because someone was waiting for her, hurriedly dashed off the

writing tasks without any difficulty. When a person reads quite competently on the IPC, the

interviewer needs te decide whether difficulty in writinte or a limited repertoire of
metecognitive strategies is reason to match that person with a tutor. The option is tu send the

person to a more advanced class or a OED program, yet few of these available are likeiY to

provide the supportive environment for learning to read and write for one's owe personal,

employment end/or social purposes. Most OED programs focus exclusivey on the skills needed
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to pass the standardized test, to which writing will be soon added.

A related but perhaps more serious issue has to do with tutor expectations and

tutor retention. As Oorman's ( 1981) rese-rch has suggested and CFL staff confirm , many tutors

have a deficit view of literacy learning and feel most comfortable when working wstematically,,

in a "teacherly fashion," through a set of strictured skill books. Tutors may be

"well-intentioned" but "misguided", as Fingeret (1984, 44) has pointed out. The CFL training

for tutors presents a broeder,, more collaborative and meaning centered approach. But v. ery

little research has been done anywiere -that follows up on the training to look at the actual

teaching practims of volunteer tutors. What tutors count ea success in literacy is also

important here, because tutors can bswine easily discoureged if their adult learner faib to make

visible progress on the tasks they see as most significant. It is clear that the tutors need to be

acquainted with the broader view of literacy-as-practice and with the assessment procedures in

use; tutor training should be consonant with the ideology that informs the learner assessment

procedures. Tutors may benefit from exploring their own "metacognitive" awareness of reading

and writing as processes. Training tutors to work collaboratively with adult learners is centre]

to Vie relationship, with congruence between assessment and instruction the obvious goal. As

Harman (1970) points out, "evaluation should be incorporated into programs from their

inception, not to prove success, but rather to facilitate innovation and revision of programs"

(237). In the conclusions from the National Adult Literacy Project (1985), the authors make a

similar point:

Programs with a commitment to integrate and systematically plan, implement and
evaluate all aspects and components of their education& process -- those that
create a coherent system of adult literacy instruction -- appear to be the ones that
are most successful (2).

It is important to keep in mind, however, that attracting and retaining tutors is a serious

problem. Fifty percent tutor retention is typical of urban volunteer literacy programs and is a

serious impediment to maintaining the quality of instruction.

Other dimensions of individually based literacy programs invite further study.

Since data on adults' awareness and use of print is quite difficult to ascertain in an interview

setting, more ethnographic methods might be used to elaborate our understanding of different

adults patterns of use. Studies such as Heeth (1980) end Rader (1985) present the obvious

contrast here, &though both focus on literacy use in out-of-school contexts. Although tutorial

in design and focused on individually-selected go&s, CFL and other learner-centered agencies



may be preferred by students because they want a structured experience similar to school.

More research is needed on the possibilities and constraints, and perhaps even some

contradictions, inherent in an individually based literacy program emanating from a more

ideological than autonomous mod3l. In an urban, heterogeneous community, adults who come to

agencies like CFL do so in part because they can participate 'anonymously.' One result is that

most of these adults are effectively isolated one from the other. Efforts to generate student

support groups have been only partially successful. More extensive use of small end medium

sized groups for literacy instruction might provide a wider arena for literacy practice in a
social context and the opportunity to build a supplementary learning and support community

that some urban adults may want and need. A not-so-hidden agenda for individual empowerment

connects access to litermy with wider participation in social, economic and political processes,

but that dimension of adults' experience with individually oriented literacy programs has yet to
be studied.

Another important dimension of this collaborative research has been a process of

staff development involving inquiry into ever-widening circles of the center's program. The

project began with a series of informal seminars over five months in which the research team

(CFL staff members, LRC faculty and graduate students) reed and discussed the current

literature on theories of litermy and literacy assessment. Together the group analyzed some of

the underlying assumptions of the CFL program, such as how literacy is defined, what

constitutes 'adequate' literacy performance, and what adults would be best suited for the CFL

program which has been designed, specifically, to erve what literacy providers refer to as the
0-4 populatioa.

The issues that emerged from these discussions led to a review of CFL's history,

especially the evolution of methods for evaluating the program's impact on individual adult

learners. As we worked together, some conflicts surfaced, such as the usefulness of traditional

measures (e.g. the Wide Range Achievement Test) in evaluating and placing stu&nts, and the

constraints associated with reporting grade level data to the state of Pennsylvania. When we

begen conducting the initial assessment, CFL staff had to revise their own expectations about

what these adults were already able to do. Some students who had previously scored early on
the WRAT , for example, did surprisingly well on the IPC reading tasks and as a consequence, the

staff needed to examine critically the instructional program. With the inclusion of writing tasks

in the assessment, new criteria needed to te developed for determining whether students who

read well but could not write should stay at CFL or be referred to a more advanced OED or ABE

Program.
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As staff members saw the potential of alternative assessment procedures for

providing rich descriptions of adults' skills, 'nterests and neqds, they became increasingly

disenchanted with a more conventional emphasis on reading levels and scores on tests. This

strengthened their commitment to making other parts of the CFL program (such as tutor

training) more congruent with the direction of the assessment project. Thus research efforts in

one part of the agency's work served as a catalyst for reexamining and revisin: practices in
other areas. This type of collaborative research probably calls for some systematic

documentation as v Al, since agencies may be reluctant to devote resources to resesrch projects

without a clear sense of their advantacps in applied work.

In her recent monograph containing recommendations for further reEwch,
Fineeret (1984) suggests that university researchers collaborate more with people working In

literacy programs. Important topics to study, she suggests, include the processes by which

adults learn to read, the nature of volunteer programs, and the complexity of adult illiterates'
lives. To do so requires sophisticated models that can take into account the interactions among

individual, culture and larger social forces. Just es literacy education is considered by many to

be political, the activity of teaching and learning involves what Hunter (1982) calls
"empowerment and social change." To see the young "retardar woman's experience in its

socio-political context is to value her use of literacy to "read the world 03 she reeds the word,"

(Freire 1983) and to become Involved In Issues of justice and access ior those whom different

societies have marginalized or made powerless. Eech of the adults who come to literacy centers

such as CFL have their own unique reasons for coming, and many lead very active, engaged lives.

Yet they have in common a sufficiently strong feeling about the izsue of literacy in their lives to

seek outside help. Radically changing the nature of the assessment process and thus positively

affecting adults' views of their own potential may be a critical part of thz empowerment
process.
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Appendix A

Demographic Summary For Adults Interviewed with ALEP I7C

EMPLOYMENT* AGE

n MAX MIN AYE n

EDUCATION

MAX MIN AYE
MALE Y BLACK 17 J3 21 33 16 12 3 9

WHITE 4 39 19 29 3 11 8 9
HISPAN 1 21 21 21 1 12 12 12

TOTAL: 22 53 19 32 20 12 3 9

N-L LACK 1" 45 17 30 10 12 4 8
WHITE 0 0
HISPAN 0 0

TOTAL: 10 45 17 31 10 12 4 8

N-N BLACK 3 45 27 37 3 11 7 9
WHITE 3 85 56 67 3 8 3 6
HIWAN 0 0

TOTAL: 6 85 27 52 6 11 3 8

TOTAL: 38 86 17 35 36 12 3 9

FEMALE Y BLACK 12 53 19 34 11 12 8 10
WHITE 0 0
HISPAN 0 0

TOTAL: 12 53 19 34 11 12 8 10

N-L BLACK 7 49 26 32 7 12 8 10
WHITE 4 42 20 28 4 11 2 8
H1SPAN 0 0

TOTAL: 11 49 20 30 11 12 2 9

N-N BLACK 11 44 24 31 10 12 5 8
WHITE 3 41 23 3 3 12 7 9
HISPAN 1 22 22 22 1 12 12 12

TOTAL: 15 42 22 31 14 12 5 9

TOTAL: 38 53 19 32 36 12 2 9

* EMPLOYMENT CODES: Y = employed full or parttime
N-L = unemplwed and looking for work
N-N = not in labor farce
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r
ADE

MAX MIN AVE n

EDUCATION
MAX MIN AVE

MALE BLACK 30 53 17 33 29 12 3 9
WHITE 7 85 19 45 6 11 3 8
HISPAN 1 21 21 21 1 12 12 12

TOTAL: 38 85 17 35 36 12 3 9

FEMALE BLACK 30 53 19 32 28 12 5 9
WHITE 7 42 20 29 7 12 2 8
HISPAN 1 22 22 22 1 12 12 12

TOTAL: 38 53 19 32 36 12 2 9

TOTAL: 76 85 17 33 72 12 2 9

Emp lament SummerV Emplwed Uneffipl Not lookina TOTAL

n SS n 1

Ethnic Summerv

Male 22 58% 10 26% 6 16% 38 50%

Female 12 32% 11 29% 15 39% 38 50%

Total 34 45% 21 28% 21 27% 76 100%

Bleck White Hispanic
n Z n Z n Z

Male 30 7 1

Female 30 7 1

60 79% 14 18% 2 3%
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Number of Adults
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Education Distribution of Adults Interviewed with ALEP IPC
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APPENDIX D

Response To Picture Reading Task In ALEP IPC
(Percentage of words and phrases read correctly versus percentage attempted orally)

Percent Correct
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